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And there shall come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse, and a Branch shall grow
out of his roots.
—Isaiah 11:1

S

tudents of the Bible in the twenty-first century are like a Charles
Dickens character living in the best and worst of times. Today we have
the advantage of thousands of years of biblical studies on which to build our
interpretations and understandings of the Bible. The formation of modern
academic disciplines—such as textual, historical, source, and form criticisms, to name a few—for approaching ancient texts over the past 130 years
has greatly enhanced our ability to draw meaning out of the text.1 Yet conversely, thousands of years separate us from when the sacred oracles were first
conveyed. Hence, the transmission of intent and meaning to a modern-day
student has been clouded through time, culture, language, and circumstances.2 In addition, challenges arise from the lack of original documents, the vast
quantity of textual variance from copy to copy, and centuries of interpretive

One of the major citations Moroni shared with Joseph was the entire chapter of Isaiah 11,
and he then told him that “it was about to be fulfilled.”
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tradition with which to contend. Given such obstacles, it is a wonder interpretive agreement of any kind exists.
Latter-day Saints claim other resources for biblical understanding—
namely additional scripture and modern-day revelation. Because the Bible
is considered a sacred text, connoting an authoritative voice of heaven for a
group of people,3 Latter-day Saints look to their prophets, seers, and revelators to provide apostolic scriptural interpretation. The interpretive outcomes
of Latter-day Saint students and scholars tends to be affected by this practice.
The poetic imagery of Isaiah 11:1 provides a good example of the differences between traditional interpretations of an ancient text based solely
on exegetical practices and Latter-day Saint views, which are augmented by
extrabiblical sources. Therefore, my purpose in this article is to demonstrate
how modern-day revelation both supports and challenges mainstream exegetical disciplines by comparing the various ways in which the principal figures
of Isaiah 11:1 have been understood historically in comparison to Latter-day
Saint assessments. Additionally, I seek to posit a broader interpretation of
how Latter-day Saints typically understand this specific prophecy.
To accomplish this purpose, I will begin with a brief historical survey
of how Isaiah 11:1 has come down to a modern-day, English-speaking audience from the original Hebrew language. Such a survey will demonstrate how
exegetical choices have influenced the understanding of the passage through
the ages and why it is still open to multivariant interpretations today. Next I
will show how Latter-day Saint scholars have used modern-day revelation to
inform their exegetical practices and interpretations with this verse. Isaiah
11:1 is a beloved passage of scripture for many different religious groups, yet
how it is understood, even among Latter-day Saints, continues to be shaped
by the exegetical context and sources one applies to interpret it. Finally, I
attempt to expand the traditional Latter-day Saint understanding of this verse.
A Historical Survey of the Writings of Isaiah

One challenge a modern-day reader of Isaiah encounters often goes unnoticed.
The challenge is inherent in every manuscript of our day—namely, it is not
the original work of Isaiah. What we read on the pages of our modern Bibles
has already had a long history of alteration in the form of translation from
the original documents Isaiah wrote. The extent of such processes of redaction is unknown. Nevertheless, at each point of translation, the translator or
the team of translators had to make interpretive choices about the words they
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chose to render from one language to another. Such choices have impacted
the way readers have sought to understand Isaiah’s words in their day.
The following timeline of the translation history of Isaiah’s writings is not
intended to be exhaustive or definitive. Rather, it is meant to be illustrative of
how exegetical choices have been affected by translations. To that end, I have
selected only a few of the more commonly known texts and manuscripts to
highlight in this article. Through the tools of textual criticism, biblical scholars have been able to trace the lineage of texts through time. Because of the
richness of such findings, we have a far clearer picture of how the manuscripts
of today were formed and how they differ from earlier texts.4 Because the
text of Isaiah 11 has not always been uniformly translated the same way, the
interpretations of Isaiah’s passage have also varied.
The Textual Writings of Isaiah

Many textual critics feel that the entire book of Isaiah, as found in most
modern Bibles, was not necessarily written by the prophet Isaiah, who lived
in the eighth century BC.5 Rather, because of their close analysis of surviving ancient texts, such as the Hebrew texts—the Masoretic Text (MT)6 and
the Great Isaiah Scroll (1QIsa) from the Dead Sea Scrolls;7 the Septuagint
(LXX), which is written in Greek; and the Aramaic writings known as
the Targum,8 textual scholars claim Isaiah’s writings are the compilation of
multiple authors over different time periods.9 These scholars assert that the
principal author lived during the eighth century BC and that his oracles were
only predicting the downfall of the Kingdom of Israel at the hands of the
Assyrian Empire. These chapters are Isaiah 1–39. The second half of the book,
known as Deutero-Isaiah,10 has been attributed to a writer or writers who
lived much later than first Isaiah and seems to match historically better with
events dealing with the period of the Jewish exile (605–537 BC; see Isaiah
40–55) and the restoration of the Jews to Jerusalem at the beginning of the
Second Temple period (537–500 BC; see Isaiah 56–66).11
According to Edward Young, Jewish textual scholars explain that the
imagery employed in Isaiah 11:1 has reference to Hezekiah, king of Judah,
who would repeal the advancing armies of Sennacherib, king of Assyria (705–
681 BC).12 Although this verse is located in the first half of Isaiah, some see
the influence of a Deutero-Isaiah writer in chapter 11.13 They posit that a
much later author inserted restorative language to Isaiah’s oracle as a way of
strengthening the association to Zerubbabel, whom Cyrus, the king of Persia,
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appointed to be the representative of Jewish royalty (Ezra 1:8) and to restore
the temple in Jerusalem (537 BC).14 In either scenario, for these scholars, an
exegesis of Isaiah 11:1 is, at most, the prediction of a Jewish king who would
help secure or reestablish the Jewish nation several centuries before Christ.
An examination of Isaiah 11:1 from the MT and 1QIsa demonstrates
how the above point of view is not beyond reason. As it relates to Isaiah 11:1,
both the MT and 1QIsa render the verse as follows:
ְויָצָא חֹטֶר ׅמגֵּזַע ׅיׁשָי ְונֵצֶר ִמּׁש ָָרׁשָיו יִפ ְֶרה׃

One of the most recent English translations of this verse reads:
A shoot (ḥōṭěr) shall come forth (yāṣā’) out from the stump (mǐgēza') of Jesse
(Yǐshāy), and a branch (vēnēṣěr) shall grow out of (yǐpěrah) his roots (mǐshārāshāv).15

Three of the Hebrew nouns found in Isaiah 11:1—choter, geza’, and
netser—are rarely used elsewhere in the MT, which may suggest they have
definitions specific to this oracle. The fourth noun, sheresh, is a far more common noun within the MT.
The rarity of the previous three words is interesting to note and is not
always apparent to English readers today because translation choices tend
to link them to more frequently used English words in more modern manuscripts. For example, the King James Bible translators selected the English
word rod to translate choter. Although the English word rod appears over
eighty times throughout the KJV, choter is found only one other time in the
MT (see Proverbs 14:3). Likewise, the English word branch is used over thirty
times in the KJV, yet only three of those occurrences match the way netser
is used by Isaiah in the MT (see Isaiah 14:19; 60:21; and Daniel 11:7). For
those scholars seeking to understand as closely as possible what the original
text means, such exegetical details may come into play.
For example, by applying principles of historical linguistics to compare
how these words are used throughout the Masoretic Text or the Great Isaiah
Scroll,16 it seems plausible to support the conclusion that Isaiah 11:1 may
only be foretelling the liberation of a Jewish king.17 The Hebrew word choter
means “rod, switch; shoot, or twig”18 and, as previously mentioned, is found
in only one other place within the MT with no clear allusion to any future
figure (see Proverbs 14:3). Similarly, netser means “branch or shoot of a plant,”
and when used figuratively means a descendant or “a sprout.”19
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Examining the other places the word netser is used in the MT does not
overwhelmingly suggest this word should be interpreted beyond the immediate context of eighth century BC.20 In fact, Isaiah 14:19 is a good example of
how differently the word has been interpreted by various translators. Below
are two examples of Isaiah 14:19 translations. Speaking in the form of a proverb against the King of Babylon, Isaiah declares:
“But you are cast out, away from your grave, like loathsome carrion [netser], clothed
with the dead.” (New Revised Standard Version; hereafter referred to as NRSV)
“But you are discarded, unburied, like a loathed branch [netser], clothed like
the slain who were pierced by the sword.” (Complete Jewish Bible)21

In Isaiah 60:21 (NRSV), the oracle identifies the figure of a branch to be
Jehovah’s covenant people, “Your people shall all be righteous; they shall possess the land forever. They are the shoot [netser] that I planted, the work of my
hands, so that I might be glorified.” Furthermore, Daniel 11:7 uses the term
in almost the exact same phrase as found in Isaiah, “a branch [netser] from her
roots shall rise in his place.” The figure portrayed in Daniel is then predicted
to prevail against a king’s army from the north. In all three instances above,
the contextual imagery of the word netser is too varied within the MT for
definitive exegesis declaring the branch of 11:1 to be something more than a
future descendant of Jesse.
A similar examination of the Hebrew word geza in Isaiah 11:1 is likewise informative as to the interpretative choices of source critics. Geza means
“stump or root stock” and occurs only three times in the MT—in Isaiah 11:1;
40:24; and Job 14:8. It is interesting to compare the context of Job 14:8 to
Isaiah 11:1 for similarities, “For there is hope for a tree, if it is cut down, that
it will sprout again, and that its shoots will not cease. / Though its root grows
old in the earth, and its stump [geza] dies in the ground, / yet at the scent
of water it will bud and put forth branches like a young plant” ( Job 14:7–
9, NRSV). Isaiah 40:24 shows a similar usage, “Scarcely are they planted,
scarcely sown, scarcely has their stem [geza] taken root in the earth, when
he blows upon them, and they wither, and the tempest carries them off like
stubble” (NRSV). In each of the above examples, the imagery of a tree, with
its attending parts, is representative of a person or a group of people. In the
case of Isaiah 11:1, the relationship of the branch to the roots is clearly tied
to the family of Jesse, the father of David, the celebrated royal line of Jewish
monarchs.
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A Latter-day Saint Perspective on the Origins of the Writings of Isaiah

While textual and source criticism have provided compelling arguments for
reading the MT a certain way, Latter-day Saint views on the book of Isaiah
have been shaped by the inclusion of Isaiah’s writing found in the Book of
Mormon.22 The Book of Mormon text tells of a set of brass plates that came
out of Jerusalem with the Lehites prior to the main period of Jewish exile (587
BC). The brass plates included, among other things, the writings of Isaiah.
Because entire chapters and smaller quotes from both the first half of Isaiah
and Deutero-Isaiah are found within the Book of Mormon text, Latter-day
Saint scholars feel this fact demonstrates a unified Isaiah text as early as 600
BC. Thus, many Latter-day Saints see this as evidence that Deutero-Isaiah
could not be the work of a late sixth century BC anthology.23
Yet Latter-day Saint scholars have not ignored the most common tools of
biblical exegesis. Instead, for many of them, the acceptance of other ancient
texts and manuscripts provides more information with which to understand
biblical writings. For example, the Book of Mormon prophet Nephi explained
why he included the words of Isaiah in his record. He wrote, “But that I might
more fully persuade [my people] to believe in the Lord their Redeemer I
did read unto them that which was written by the prophet Isaiah” (1 Nephi
19:23).24 Latter-day Saints frequently cite Nephi’s rationale as one reason for
their own interpretations of Isaiah’s writings, which expands Isaiah’s prophecies to reach beyond his own time and declares the coming of the Son of God,
the Savior of the world, Jesus Christ. Of course, Latter-day Saints are not the
only ones to explicate Isaiah with a Christocentric lens. 25 Rather, they join a
larger community of biblical readers who have been anticipating the fulfillment of Isaiah 11 for thousands of years.
Isaiah 11:1 and Christian Messianic Expectations

As Christianity spread throughout the ancient world, so too did the proliferation of biblical texts and manuscripts. As early Christians debated which texts
should be included in their collection of sacred writings, they were essentially
making theological statements as to what writings were deemed authoritative.26 With each translation and fresh copy of biblical text Christian scribes
and priests made, exegetical interpretations were being either challenged or
reinforced. For Christians, the figures represented in Isaiah 11:1 were not
limited to a localized Jewish ruler; rather they were clearly being understood
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as a messianic prophecy of a new Davidic king whose reign would affect the
entire world, namely Jesus Christ.27
It is widely believed the earliest Old Testament text Christians utilized in
the first and second century AD was the Septuagint (LXX). Tradition holds
that Ptolemy II Philadelphus directed a Greek version of the Hebrew Bible
to be created in Koine Greek to add to the great library of Alexandria, since
Greek was the lingua franca of the Eastern Mediterranean during the third
century BC. Consequently, the use of the LXX was helpful in the spread of
Christianity, as it gave early missionaries a common text to share with Jews
and Gentiles alike.28
Rodrigo F. de Sousa, in his work Eschatalogy and Messianism in LXX
Isaiah 1–12, argues that early Christians may have begun to interpret Isaiah
11:1 as messianic prophecy in part because of the Greek words chosen by the
LXX translators for this particular verse.29 The LXX renders Isaiah 11:1 this
way:
καὶ ἐξελεύσεται ῥάβδος ἐκ τῆς ῥίζης Ιεσσαι καὶ ἄνθος ἐκ τῆς ῥίζης ἀναβήσεται

De Sousa’s English translation reads:
And a Sceptre will go out from the root of Jesse,
and a flower will come up from the root.

If early Christians did in fact interpret the Greek word ῥάβδος to mean
Sceptre, then it has a strong tie to an earlier Old Testament oracle found in
Numbers 24:17–19, which John Collins argues was being viewed as a messianic text by Jews as early as the third century BC, as seen in the Dead Sea
Scrolls.30 The ancient apostle Matthew may have been tying the new star seen
at the birth of Jesus Christ (see Matthew 2:1–10) to this same prophecy in
Numbers 24:17, which reads, “there shall come a Star out of Jacob, and a
Sceptre shall rise out of Israel” (KJV).
By the fourth century AD, Christianity had become the state religion
of the Roman Empire through the instrumentality of Constantine and his
successors.31 Consequently, Christianity had become the exegetical lens
of the Catholic Church, and any who chose to read the Bible differently
were branded as heretics and persecuted. In AD 380, emperor Theodosius
imposed the following command: “It is Our Will that all the peoples we rule
shall practice that religion which the divine Peter the Apostle transmitted
to the Romans. . . .We command that those persons who follow this rule
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shall embrace the name of Catholic Christians. The rest, however, whom We
adjudge demented and insane, shall sustain the infamy of heretical dogmas,
their meeting places shall not receive the name of churches, and they shall be
smitten first by divine vengeance and secondly by the retribution of Our own
initiative, which We shall assume in accordance with divine judgement.”32 It
was under these state-sanctioned conditions that St. Jerome translated Old
and New Testaments into Latin, which is known as the Vulgate (VUL).
Through the use of textual criticism, scholars have determined that
Jerome’s translation of the Old Testament books were drawn from existing
Hebrew texts that preceded the MT as well as the Greek text of the LXX.33
The Latin renders Isaiah 11:1 as follows:
et egredietur virga de radice Iesse et flos de radice eius ascendet

Several of the earliest English translations of the Bible were heavily influenced by the Vulgate. Their translations of the Latin are shown in table 1
below, which also demonstrates the way the interpretation of the Latin
changed through time.
Table 1. Early English translations of Isaiah 11:1 from the Latin
English Bible

Year

Isaiah 11:1

Wycliffe Bible (WYC)

1395

And a yerde schal go out of the roote of
Jesse, and a flour schal stie of the roote of it.

Geneva Bible (GNV)

1599

Douay-Rheims Bible

1609

King James Version (KJV)

1611

But there shall come a rodde foorth of the
stocke of Ishai, and a grasse shall growe out
of his rootes.
And there shall come forth a rod out of the
root of Jesse, and a flower shall rise up out
of his root.
And there shall come forth a rod out the
stem of Jesse, and a Branch shall grow out of
his roots:

The most common English translation for Latter-day Saints is from the
King James Version as it is the official Bible of the Church.34 Notably, the
word Branch in the KJV is rendered with a capital letter, clearly identifying to the readers that the translators felt this word was to be understood
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messianically. Most English Bible translation after the KJV have retained this
distinction. Nephi included Isaiah 11:1 in his writings (see 2 Nephi 21:1); yet,
as it is rendered in the Book of Mormon, this verse has the notable exception
of lacking a capital letter on the word branch.35 Consequently, some Latterday Saint scholars have cited this difference between the manuscripts as a part
of their rationale when explaining the meaning of this oracle.36
The Poetic Form of Isaiah 11:1

Despite an increased uniformity of translating Isaiah 11:1 into English among
Christian Bibles, because Isaiah is a multivalent text—one that is open to different interpretations—biblical scholars struggle to totally agree on Isaiah’s
intended meanings.37 This has also been true in Latter-day Saint scholarship. The heart of the discussion seems to surround the four principal noun
phrases—“a rod,” “the stem of Jesse,” “a Branch,” and “his roots— in relation
to the poetic form Isaiah was employing in his writing.
According to form criticism, a sound understanding of the poetic form
employed in Isaiah 11:1 is an important aspect of gaining clarity as to the
meaning of Isaiah’s oracle. This approach is echoed by Nephi as one reason
why he understands the prophecies of Isaiah and his people do not: “For
behold, Isaiah spake many things which were hard for many of my people
to understand; for they know not concerning the manner of prophesying
among the Jews” (2 Nephi 25:1; see 25:5). Thus, in less than two hundred
years from the time Isaiah first uttered the prophecy in chapter 11 until the
time of Nephi in the Americas, misunderstanding regarding the forms of
Jewish prophecy had already arisen.
Scholars today have shown that Isaiah, in particular, was fond of several different literary forms. Each form was meant to draw the listener’s or
reader’s attention to the fundamental message of the passage. The most common form employed by Isaiah is poetic parallelism, which itself has several
different variations.38 Describing this form, Donald Parry writes, “In poetic
parallelism, the prophet makes a statement in a line, a phrase, or a sentence
and then restates it, so that the second line, phrase, or sentence echoes or mirrors the first. There are approximately eleven hundred of these short poetic
units in the book of Isaiah.” 39 Therefore, the majority of biblical scholars state
there are only two figures represented by Isaiah in poetic parallelism—once
in each line.40 To demonstrate this form, all capitals and italics are used below
to show the two figures in their pairs:
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And there shall come forth a ROD out of the stem of Jesse,
and a BRANCH shall grow out of his roots.

The first figures in each line are paired together, or are parallel with one
another, as are the last two figures in each line. Thus, according to a christological interpretation of this verse, set up by the form, the “rod” becomes
synonymous with “Branch” and is referring to Jesus Christ, while the “stem of
Jesse” is synonymous with “his root” and refers to the royal house of David.41
Furthermore, the parallel nature of these noun phrases is reinforced by the
verb phrases of each line. It is the rod and the branch that “come forth . . . out
of ” and “grow out of ” Jesse’s stem and roots, like Christ would descend from
Jesse.
Just as the addition of the Book of Mormon has shaped Latter-day Saint
views on the compilation of the textual writings of Isaiah, modern revelation
has shaped their views on the poetic form of Isaiah 11:1. While some Latterday Saint scholars agree with a synonymous parallel approach to the verse,
others posit that the poetic form of Isaiah 11:1 should be understood in the
reverse, or antithetically.42 Thus, the pairing of the figures is as follows:
And there shall come forth a ROD out of the stem of Jesse,
and a Branch shall grow out of his ROOTS:

While some might argue that the verb phrases are not as strong in this
poetic form, the interpretational choice of these scholars seems to be primarily influenced by Doctrine and Covenants 113:1–6. Additionally, because
Latter-day Saints tend to reserve scriptural interpretive right-of-way to
Church leadership, statements by them have reinforced the rationale for an
antithetical parallel point of view. The following sections will examine these
two influential interpretive sources for Latter-day Saint scholarship.
The Interpretive Impact of Doctrine and Covenants 113

In Doctrine and Covenants 113, Joseph Smith is given two definitive statements that shed light on how Latter-day Saints interpret the identities of the
figures of Isaiah 11:1. In both cases, the interpretations differ from mainstream exegetical views of Isaiah’s writings. From Doctrine and Covenants
113:1–2, Christ is identified as the Stem of Jesse, rather than its referring to the
royal line of David. Likewise, Doctrine and Covenants 113:3–4 states that
the rod is “a servant in the hands of Christ,” rather than being understood as
referring specifically to Jesus.
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Now, because only the Stem of Jesse and the rod were defined in the
Doctrine and Covenants verses, this has given rise to some variance among
Latter-day Saint scholarship regarding the parallel poetic form Isaiah used.
Proponents of a synonymous parallel view cite the rod and the branch as being
equated to “the servant in the hands of Christ,” while the Stem of Jesse and his
roots are Christ. Those who support this view tend to cite the lack of a capital
letter for branch in the Book of Mormon, which deflects the term from referring to Christ, while the capitalization of Stem of Jesse is clearly related to him
by its given definition in the Doctrine and Covenants.43
Those in favor of a synonymous view also point to the stronger correlation of the verb phrases in a synonymous construction, arguing that if Christ
is the Stem of Jesse and is parallel to the branch, then the poetic form makes it
seem like Christ is coming out of himself, a visual that is difficult to explain.
On the other hand, if the Stem of Jesse is parallel to his roots, then the “servant
in the hands of Christ” is the rod and branch growing out of Christ, which
seems like a more natural correlation.44 Hyrum Andrus states, “In the way the
Saints now use a ‘genealogical tree’ to show the blood relationship of individuals and families who spring from a common stock, Isaiah made use of a
plant as a symbol of the divine patriarchal order in ancient and modern times,
with certain parts of the plant representing presiding figures within the chosen lineages in the flesh who have a right by promise to the keys and powers of
the divine family order.”45 Hence, since Christ is the Stem of Jesse, he cannot
also be the branch growing out of himself; instead, it is a servant that comes
forth in the last days to restore all things.
On the other hand, for those Latter-day Saint scholars who view Isaiah
11:1 as being antithetically paired, they might see Doctrine and Covenants
113:5–6 as strengthening their position. In these two verses, the root of Jesse
spoken of in Isaiah 11:10 is defined in very similar terms to the servant figure defined as the rod in Isaiah 11:1. In their view, because Doctrine and
Covenants 113:3–4 and 5–6 seem to connect the terms rod and root of Jesse in
Isaiah 11, they take their exegetical cues from this pairing.
Furthermore, an antithetical parallel form is strengthened by the interpretive statements of two modern-day Church leaders.46 In 1978 Elder Bruce R.
McConkie published the first volume of the Messiah Series, in which he
referred to Isaiah 11:1: “As to the identity of the Stem of Jesse, the revealed
word says: ‘Verily thus saith the Lord: It is Christ.’ (D&C 113:1–2.) This
also means that the Branch is Christ, as we shall now see from other related
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scriptures.”47 Elder McConkie then proceeded to provide a scriptural defense
of his declaration using the following scriptures to show how Christ is the
branch: Jeremiah 23:3–6; Jeremiah 33:15; Zechariah 3:7–10; and Zechariah
6:12–13. Although the KJV uses the English word Branch in each of those
verses, the Masoretic Text word netser found in Isaiah 11:1 is not used in any
of them. Thus, strict source critics might disagree with Elder McConkie’s
connecting of Isaiah 11:1 to the other four verses.
The second statement comes from Elder Jeffrey R. Holland, who acknowledges that Isaiah 11:1 is “one of the most important passages in all of Isaiah”
for Latter-day Saints because it “is rich with nuances of the Restoration.”48
Linking the overall imagery of Isaiah 10 and 11 to the allegory of the olive
tree in Jacob 5, he said: “So it is with the restoration of the gospel. It is like the
new shoot out of the old stump, and we see the fruits of those labors in—and
with—Zion.” 49 He then reaffirms Elder McConkie’s assertion that Christ is
the Branch spoken of by Isaiah, as well as in the other verses Elder McConkie
cited.
Thus, by merging the definitions provided in the Doctrine and Covenants
with the interpretive statements of two latter-day apostles, the majority of
Latter-day Saints feel the rod and root are one and the same, a Latter-day servant who is aided by the Lord to bring about a millennial reign of peace for all
mankind. They also declare that the Branch and the Stem of Jesse refer to the
Savior, Jesus Christ, from whom the rod derives his power.
The Rod of Restoration—Latter-day Saint Views

Having shown that Latter-day Saints generally choose exegetical practices
that differ in some ways from mainstream biblical analysis, it should come as
no surprise that their conclusions are not always in agreement with the rest of
the academic field. While both Latter-day Saint and other Christian biblical
scholars agree that Isaiah 11:1 is messianic, none of the researchers outside
the Latter-day Saint tradition explicate the verse to include Christ and a
servant in his hands. This view appears to be uniquely held by members of
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. This section details the most
common interpretation of who the rod, the servant in the hands of Christ, is
assumed to be according to most Latter-day Saint scholars. It concludes with
an expanded view of that interpretation.
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A Restoration Backdrop

As one reads from early Hebrew texts, like the Great Isaiah Scroll, there are
no breakdowns of chapter and verse. Such literary devices came about much
later. Thus, an examination of the poetic imagery employed by Isaiah in
chapter 10 suggests that Isaiah 11:1 may function as a continuation of that
oracle rather than the beginning of an altogether new prophecy. This view
is held by most biblical scholars.50 In Isaiah 10 we find a grove of trees that
has been destroyed. The Lord, figuratively portrayed as a forester, thins the
thickets, lops the tops off the proud and boastful boughs, and allows only the
once-burdened stumps of a forsaken forest to remain (see Isaiah 10:5–34).51
With such imagery, Isaiah illustrates the Lord’s anger with both the proud
and mighty Assyrian Empire and prefigures the apostate house of David as
nothing more than a stump. The warning is clear: humble yourselves or be
cut down. Destruction ultimately comes to both groups. Yet then comes the
beautiful promise of restoration contained in Isaiah 11.
Addressing the imagery of Isaiah 11:1, Joseph Fielding McConkie writes,
“The story is told in prophetic imagery. . . . The imagery is most excellent—the
‘slender twig shooting out from the trunk of an old tree, cut down, lopped
to the very root, and decayed; which tender plant, so weak in appearance,
should nevertheless become fruitful and prosper.’”52 Ann Madsen points out
that such an occurrence is rather normal in the land of Israel. She says, “In
Jerusalem it is common for such stumps to sprout and grow (one whole garden of such fruitful stumps is called Gethsemane).”53 Hence, the context of
this metaphor is one of restoration, which naturally follows a period of apostasy. Thus, Isaiah’s oracle is a prophecy of restoring the power and authority
of Christ to his chosen people through a new shoot, or servant in the hands
of Christ, just as Doctrine and Covenants 113:3–4 teaches. Not only does
the servant bring new life to the tree through the power of the Lord, such a
restoration enables an ushering in of the redemptive, millennial reign of the
servant’s Master, the Stem of Salvation, the Lord Jesus Christ, of which Isaiah
11:2–9 prefigures.
Joseph Smith as the Rod of Restoration: A Narrow Interpretation

In Doctrine and Covenants 113:3–4, a description is given of the rod who
proceeds out of the Stem of Jesse: “Behold, thus saith the Lord: It is a servant in the hands of Christ, who is partly a descendant of Jesse as well as of
Ephraim, or of the house of Joseph, on whom there is laid much power.” By
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examining each characteristic of the servant outlined for us in verse 4, the
evidence highlighted below provides a compelling argument that the servant
spoken of is the Prophet Joseph Smith, a near-consensus view among Latterday Saint scholars.54
It is a servant in the hands of Christ. The Septuagint’s word for rod is
rabdos, which connotes something handheld, hence the possible translation
of a scepter discussed earlier. It has several interpretations that adequately
describe how the Prophet of the Restoration acted as a rod in the hands
of Christ. “The basic meaning of rabdos is ‘flexible twig.’”55 Like Samuel in
the Old Testament, Joseph Smith was a young boy, the tender age of fourteen, when he first communed with God. Metaphorically speaking, the twig,
Joseph, was grafted into the true vine, Christ, the day he entered the grove
of trees to seek an answer to his prayer. Similarly, “Olive trees [are] grown
by inserting a graft from a cultivated tree into a wild stock. . . . The tree takes
about fifteen years to grow to maturity, and then it bears fruit for centuries.”56
Certainly, we are the partakers of the fruit that Joseph produced through the
restored gospel of Jesus Christ.
A less common definition of rabdos is an oracle staff or divining rod.
While admittedly it is not as common a definition, it does show an aspect of
Joseph’s role as the rabdos in the hands of Christ. The simplest form of oracular staffs was by writing “yes” and “no” on two rods that were then drawn by
the one seeking divine guidance or intervention. In this way revelation was
obtained.57 We would refer to such a practice as drawing straws or as a form of
“letting fate decide.” However, to the ancients it was a way of exercising faith
in God to direct them.58 Certainly, no other prophet has given to mankind
more of the revelations of God than has Joseph Smith. He was the Lord’s
living oracle drawn out to direct an apostate world back to the roots of the
gospel covenant.
Joseph Fielding McConkie adds another image of a handheld rabdos
when he wrote, “The rod . . . grows as an offshoot from the stem or trunk of
the tree. It is allowed to grow into a sturdy branch that, when cut from the
tree, is used as a shepherd’s staff. The point of attachment to the tree is taken
with the branch and worked into a thick knot on the head of the staff, which
the shepherd uses both as a weapon against predators and to direct his flock.
Isaiah’s imagery is a perfect description of a rod that ‘is a servant in the hands
of Christ . . . the Good Shepherd.’”59 Joseph was called upon by the Lord
both to expose the enemies of Christ and to open the great latter-day work
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of gathering together the Saints of God. Joseph Smith did not take this role
of a rod upon himself; rather, ancient prophets restored the keys of gathering
Israel to him (see Doctrine and Covenants 110:11).
Who is partly a descendant of Jesse as well as of Ephraim, or of the house of
Joseph. While it is difficult to establish all of Joseph Smith’s bloodlines, one
scholar noted: “With respect to Joseph’s lineage, Brigham Young declared
he was ‘a pure Ephraimite’ ( JD 2:269). However, as Joseph Fielding Smith
pointed out, ‘No one can lay claim to a perfect descent from father to son
through just one lineage’ (AGQ 3:61). Therefore, though Joseph’s lineage
may be traceable directly back to Ephraim through a given line, of necessity
there were intermarriages that took place, making it possible for his descent
to have also come from Jesse through his forefather, Judah.”60 Perhaps in a
future day, when all the records of the human family have been pieced back
together, we will see the intricate ways in which this description fits Joseph
Smith.
On whom there is laid much power. What type of power? Priesthood
power. As the rod, Joseph had the natural right because of his lineage and
as a “lawful heir” to the priesthood (see Doctrine and Covenants 86:8–11;
113:7–8).61 On 15 May 1829, he received the power and keys associated with
the Levitical Priesthood, under the hands of John the Baptist (see Doctrine
and Covenants 13). Later that spring, he received the power and authority of
the Melchizedek Priesthood under the hands of Peter, James, and John, who
received it from Jesus Christ. Then on 3 April 1836, in the Kirtland Temple,
Joseph was given additional keys of the priesthood from Moses and Elijah
(see Doctrine and Covenants 110).
As has already been shown, the LXX’s rabdos has been translated into
English as scepter, which invokes the imagery of authority and kingship. The
rights, privileges, powers, authorities, and keys of the priesthood that were
laid upon Joseph have been passed down to every prophet and every worthy
male of this last dispensation. The Lord promised, “thy scepter [shall be] an
unchanging scepter of righteousness and truth; and thy dominion shall be an
everlasting dominion, and without compulsory means it shall flow unto thee
forever and ever” (Doctrine and Covenants 121:46). Truly, the tree bough is
once again full of beautiful branches because the roots of priesthood power
have been restored by Joseph Smith in preparation of the Second Coming of
Christ.
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Moroni’s initial visitation to Joseph Smith. In addition to the similarities
of the definition of the rod in the Doctrine and Covenants to the Prophet
Joseph Smith, there is another compelling argument that leads Latter-day
Saints to see the Prophet in Isaiah’s prophecy. On 21 September 1823, as a
seventeen-year-old young man, Joseph was engaged in prayer and meditation when he was visited by the angelic being named Moroni. In about AD
421, Moroni deposited the records that would eventually become the Book
of Mormon. Appearing as a resurrected being, Moroni heralded the boy
prophet and immediately informed Joseph that his name would be had for
good and evil throughout the world because of the work God was calling him
to perform.
Over the course of that night, Moroni instructed Joseph on his foreordained mission through the use of biblical verses of scripture. One of the
major citations Moroni shared with Joseph was the entire chapter of Isaiah
11, and he then told him that “it was about to be fulfilled” ( Joseph Smith—
History 1:40; see 1:27–54). It seems that the purpose of the citation, along
with all the other verses Moroni shared, was intended to provide Joseph a
brief overview of what the Lord was expecting him to do and to become. In
this case, it is plausible he was being identified as a rod in the hands of Christ
to restore the fullness of the gospel to the earth in preparation for a millennial
reign of Christ.
The Rod as a Function of Restoration: A Broader Interpretation

While the previous section posits a strong argument for the identity of the
rod to be associated with Joseph Smith, such a strict interpretation should not
shut the door on considerations of the rod being identified with others. After
all, the servant described in Doctrine and Covenants 113:3–4 goes unnamed.
Hence, if it were solely Joseph Smith, the Lord could have declared him as
such as was done with Christ in the first two verses of the section. I would
argue that the ambiguity of the identity of the servant is intentional and thus
opens the door for a much broader interpretation than is typically taken.
A quick digital search of the phrase “my servant(s)” within the standard
works reveals that the exact phrase is stated ninety-one times in the Old
Testament, ten times in the New Testament, sixteen times in the Book of
Mormon, twice in the Pearl of Great Price, and 328 times in the Doctrine
and Covenants. Of those times where God or Christ is the voice in the narrative, more than one hundred distinct individuals are identified as his servants.
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While many of those phrases can be attributed to the same person (e.g., Joseph
Smith is referred to as the Lord’s servant at least thirty times in the Doctrine
and Covenants), other verses identify groups of people as the Lord’s servants,
such as the house of Jacob/Israel (e.g., Isaiah 44:1–2), the Lord’s prophets
(e.g., Jeremiah 26:5), and the followers of Christ (e.g., John 12:26). It would
seem that keeping the identity of the servant undeclared in Doctrine and
Covenants 113:4 allows for multiple fulfillments of this prophecy and shifts
the focus of the verse onto the functionality and qualifications of the rod.
Additionally, the question posed about the rod in Doctrine and
Covenants 113:3 begins with the word what rather than who, as was the case
in Doctrine and Covenants 113:1, which is emphasizing the identity of the
Stem of Jesse. Beginning the question with what in verse three seems to further suggest that the identity of the rod is not the focus of the answer. The
first part of the response in Doctrine and Covenants 113:4 is the function
of the rod, namely that it is to be a servant in the hands of Christ or directed
by him. The rest of the verse qualifies the servant as being partially related to
Jesse and partially a descendent from the house of Joseph through Ephraim.
Furthermore, the servant will have had much power laid upon him.
Since the time of Isaiah, there have been many who have functioned as
a rod in the hands of Christ. For each of the ways that Joseph Smith fits the
identifying markers as the rod, as was discussed in the previous section, could
not the same be said of Peter, James, John, and the rest of the twelve apostles of the Lamb? Like Joseph, their ministry followed a period of apostasy.
Like Joseph, they had hands laid upon their heads and were given keys of
the priesthood to administer with its power and authority. Like Joseph, they
were grafted into the gospel of Jesus Christ and demonstrated the ability to
submit to the will of the Savior in their efforts to gather his sheep. Could not
the same also be said of the Book of Mormon prophets? How many of them
were restoring their people back to the covenants of the Father through his
revelatory guidance? For example, both Abinadi and Samuel the Lamanite
were declared to be the Lord’s servants as they preached to apostate groups
(see Mosiah 26:15 and 3 Nephi 23:9).
At the conclusion of Nephi’s final prophecy of the scattering and gathering of Israel in the last day as it pertains to the Jews, the remnant Lamanites,
and the Gentiles (see 2 Nephi 25–30), he restates the Isaiah oracle in Isaiah
11:4–9, which declares the conditions of the earth during the millennial
reign of Christ (see 2 Nephi 30:9–15). Where Isaiah used poetic imagery to
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prophesy of the role of the rod and branch to bring out restoration (see Isaiah
11:1), Nephi’s prophecy is much plainer. Putting the poetry aside, Nephi’s
rod is the instrumentality of restoration efforts of latter-day servants who will
declare the gospel of Jesus Christ to all the world (see 2 Nephi 30:4–8). Today,
thousands of young missionaries and senior couples accept this prophetic
charge to gather Israel from the four corners of the earth. The titles they wear
on their badges of Elder or Sister designates them as duly called servants of
the Lord.
Reinterpreting the verb phrases and poetic form of Isaiah 11:1. The knowledge gained from Doctrine and Covenants 113:1–4—namely, that the
identity of the Branch and Stem of Jesse is Christ and the rod functions as a
servant in the hands of Christ with priesthood power—can shape our understanding of the verb phrases and the poetic form of Isaiah 11:1.
The verb phrases, while initially appearing as synonymously paired, can
also work in an antithetical poetic construction. In the first line, the servant
(rod) is coming out of Christ (Stem of Jesse), or in other words, Christ comes
first followed by his servant. Then, Christ (Branch) comes out of his servant
(roots), or in other words, the servant comes first followed by Christ. If the
servant is likened to the Church, this antithetical construction of the verb
phrases makes sense. Christ’s first appearance would come in the meridian of
time prior to establishing his servant, the Church, led by priesthood leadership. At the time of his first coming, Christ, the Stem of Jesse, established his
Church (a rod) between two continents—first among the Jews in Jerusalem
as recorded in the New Testament, and second among the remnant of Joseph
in the Americas as recorded in the Book of Mormon. In this case, the Church
was being led partially by priesthood leaders principally from the tribes of
Judah (Peter and the other twelve apostles) and from the tribes of Joseph (the
chosen twelve Nephite disciples). However, in both locations, a period of
apostasy followed. Thus, in the last days, the Church and her covenants, led
by priesthood keys (the roots), has been restored first through the instrumentality of Joseph Smith, which is preparing the world for the Second Coming
of the Christ (the Branch) by sharing the gospel as found in the stick of Judah
and the stick of Ephraim (see Ezekiel 37:15–17). Such a construct could be
seen as fulfilling another biblical prophecy, “So the last shall be first, and the
first last: for many be called, but few chosen” (Matthew 20:16).
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Conclusion

In a time when so many tools of biblical exegesis are literally at our fingertips,
there are still many different ways we can approach an ancient text today. The
purpose of this paper has been to show that through time the meanings and
interpretations of the oracles of Isaiah have been fluid for millennia of readers
and scholars alike. Each of us has been influenced by the exegetical choices of
prior generations. For Latter-day Saints, understanding the passage of Isaiah
11:1 has been primarily shaped by additional scripture and modern prophetic
commentary.
While the majority of biblical scholars today view this verse as being messianic, Latter-day Saints see a broader scope of what this verse foretells. They
not only see the poetic imagery of the Stem of Salvation figured in the Savior,
Jesus Christ, but identify another millennial figure in the Prophet Joseph
Smith, the rod of Restoration. When the rod is understood by way of function rather than identity, a multiplicity of restorative figures emerges, each
one striving to lead the willing to the covenantal roots of Christ’s Church.
Today, those actions are seen in the efforts of The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints as it strives to spread the message of the Restoration to all
the earth in order to prepare all nations for the return of the King of kings and
Lord of lords. Only then can we all rest in the shade of his glorious, millennial
branches.
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